
A BIKE LIKE SERGIO’S
LESSON PLAN

Book Title: A Bike Like Sergio’s Author: Maribeth Boelts

Estimated Time of Lesson Plan: 30-45 minutes Lexile: 540L F&P: M

Grade/Subject: K-2; Reading/Writing ATOS Level 3.1 AR Points: 0.5

Quick Overview of Lesson: Ruben feels like everyone else, including his friend Sergio, has a bike. Knowing
his family doesn’t have much money, Ruben is faced with a hard choice when he finds a hundred-dollar
bill—enough to buy a bike just like Sergio’s. What choice will he make?

Materials, Resources and Technology:
● 9X12 pieces of construction paper to make Four Flap Books
● Index cards labeled with feelings from the story (sad, mad, nervous, proud etc.)
● Book Trailer: https://youtu.be/-KxjRcTXpYE

Content and Objectives and Assessment:

Learning Intentions: I am
learning how to find
information in the text that
explains characters, setting,
problems and solutions. I
am learning to find words
and sentences that tell how
a character is feeling.

Key Standard:

LAFS.1.RL.1.3: Describe
characters, settings, and major
events in a story, using key
details.

LAFS.1.RL.2.4 Identify words
and phrases in stories or
poems that suggest feelings or
appeal to the senses.

Assessment Options:
✔ Anecdotal notes during partner

talk
✔ Four Flap Book

Success Criteria: I am
successful when I can talk
and write about characters,
setting, problem and
solution. I am successful
when I use text evidence to
tell how a character is
feeling.

Key Vocabulary: appear, crumpled,
retrace, hunched, crowding

Keywords/Themes: Values, wishes,
pride.

https://youtu.be/-KxjRcTXpYE


Essential Question:
How do words and illustrations help a reader understand story elements (character, setting, problem,
solution)?

Instruction & Delivery

Before Reading:
● Watch the digital book trailer.  Hold up the book and ask students to talk about the cover

illustration. Each student should tell a partner what they see and make a prediction about what
this book will be about. Remind students that good readers think about the title and cover
illustrations and make predictions before reading.

● Read the back cover and discuss the choice Ruben will have to make in this story.  Ask students to
add to their thinking about what will happen in the story.

● Explain to students that Ruben is going to have to make a big decision in this story.  Remind them
that the author will give details and information to help readers understand what is happening.
Explain: After reading, I will be asking about the character, setting, problem and solution of the book.

During Reading:
● TTW read aloud A Bike Like Sergio’s. Stop after reading page one (Every kid has a bike but me.) and

discuss how Ruben feels.  Ask students to share with a partner about a time they wanted a toy,
game or item that another child had.

● After reading the next two pages, ask students what the author means when she writes, “…I know
that wishes won’t make money appear.”  Students can make a prediction about Ruben’s family and
what will happen next.

● Throughout the story stop and notice the emotions Ruben is feeling (ex. Mad in the grocery store,
nervous (when he discovers the hundred-dollar bill), sad when the money is lost, full and empty,
proud)

● Additionally, stop and notice the characters (Ruben, Sergio, Ruben’s family, the Lady in the blue
coat, etc.); setting (school, grocery store and home—could be described as a community or
neighborhood); problem (Ruben wants a new bike but doesn’t have the money. When he finds
money, he has to decide what to do.) solution (Ruben returns the money; Ruben and his family feel
proud).

● When Ruben finds the money in his backpack, stop and ask students what the sentence, “To get
that bike, I have to tell.” means.  Ask them to predict what will happen next.  Students can talk with
a partner to share their thinking.

After Reading:
● After reading, stop and ask students to talk about the following questions with a partner or group

of four:
○ Why do you think Ruben didn’t tell the lady when he found her money in the grocery store?

What would you have done?
○ Why do you think Ruben “squeezed his eyes shut” when his Dad came home the night he

found out he had picked up a hundred-dolllar bill?
○ Why do you think the author wrote “When she mentions Sonny’s, I feel the sweat.”  when

Ruben’s Mom asks him to go back to the store?
○ How does Ruben feel when he thinks he has lost the money?
○ Use details and information from the text to describe Ruben’s relationship with his family.

● Help students make a “Four Flap Book” to help them retell the most important parts of the story’s
characters, setting, problem and solutions.  Fold a paper in half lengthwise and then fold into four
sections.  Cut flaps on each fold to the center of the page.



Content Connections/ Home Extension:
● Name that feeling.  Students can take home cards with feelings from the story (mad, scared,

nervous, sad, proud, happy).  They can choose a card and act out the feeling.  Family members can
guess the feeling.

● Students can share their Four Flap Book to retell the story.
● Families can read the story at home and talk about making good choices.
● Families can access This Book is Cool to further discuss Ruben’s actions in the story:

https://youtu.be/_5qTJSVyF1Q

https://youtu.be/_5qTJSVyF1Q



